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We (Linda and Beryl) hope you continue to enjoy this regular column which features practical ideas 

to implement parent engagement based on our Australian research conducted continuously since 

2015. We call our particular work, EPIC, which stands for, Engaging Parents in Curriculum. Our 

focus on curriculum typically uses inquiry approaches or models as the driving strategy to engage 

parents.1 Pleasingly, in our research this year, conversations with principals and teachers suggest the 

need to shift from mostly involving parents in schools to engaging them in their child’s learning is 

better understood and accepted than we’ve encountered previously. This may be because three of the 

37 focus areas in the Australian Professional Standards for Teachers (APST) highlight parent 

engagement (i.e., APST 3.7, 5.5, 7.3) (AITSL, 2017). Despite the shift in how schools articulate their 

approach with parents, our recent research also shows that teachers are mostly involving parents more 

than before. Support to “include parents in the educative processes” using a “broad range of 

strategies” (APST 3.7, AITSL, 2017) however, is still needed and a focus on curriculum is largely 

missing. 

 

We’ve previously written about the commitment to a parent engagement agenda by Australian 

governments (State, Territory, Commonwealth) and overseas given the evidence from research over 

decades about the importance and benefits of parent engagement for student success and wellbeing at 

school and beyond (e.g., Willis & Exley, 2020; Willis et al., 2021). Findings from the PISA 2015 

Results, Students’ Well-Being (OECD, 2017) report effectively illustrate the connection between 

parent engagement and student wellbeing and achievement (in this case in science): 

 

‘Spending time just talking’ is the parental activity most frequently and most strongly 

associated with students’ life satisfaction. And it seems to matter for performance too: 

students whose parents reported ‘spending time just talking’ were two-thirds of a 

school year ahead in science learning; and even after accounting for socio-economic 

status, the advantage remains at one-third of a school year. (OECD, 2017, p. 6) 

 

                                                           
1 We use, parent, to refer to a child’s biological parent or grandparent, family, relative, guardian, caregiver, or 
other person or persons such as Elders in an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander family or community with 
primary care and responsibility for creating an environment that supports a child’s learning and wellbeing 
(Barker & Harris, 2020). 
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We (Linda, Beryl, and Kristen) are drawn to the proposition of parents and their child “spending time 

just talking” (OECD, 2017, p. 6) to improve student learning and wellbeing outcomes because it 

aligns well with our EPIC work. Apart from using inquiry (I) approaches as a key parent engagement 

strategy, our work promotes the idea of affinity spaces (AS), and cogenerative dialoguing (CD). 

Together the letters of our three-pronged approach create the acronym IASCD (pronounced, “I 

asked”, as in, “I asked my child about their school day”).  

 

This article takes up the idea of engaging parents in curriculum through inquiry, affinity spaces, and 

cognenerative dialoguing (IASCD) by briefly exploring some of the strategies one early-career (less 

than five years’ experience), early-years teacher, Robin (pseudonym), used to develop and teach a unit 

of work on the topic of weather. This EPIC study took place in 2019 with three teachers at a north-

west Queensland primary school with single stream classes. Robin taught a class of Preparatory Year 

(Prep) students (approximate age = 5) and Kate (pseudonym) was a parent of one of Robin’s students. 

 

Inquiry 

In beginning to work with Robin on her weather unit she told us she had never before used inquiry as 

a vehicle for planning. Indeed, reflecting on her knowledge of inquiry at the end of the study she 

declared, “Previously, I think my understanding [of inquiry] was just ‘chuck a question in there and 

we’ll call it inquiry’” (Robin, Final Teacher Interview). In developing an understanding of inquiry 

pedagogy, Robin and the two other EPIC teachers worked through several well-known models 

including TELSTAR (Nayler, n.d.) and multiliteracies pedagogy (Kalantzis & Cope, 2005). Robin 

chose TELSTAR—with its phases of Tuning in, Exploring (knowledge, viewpoints, questions and 

methods), Looking, Sorting, Testing, Acting, and Reflecting—because she found the model easy to 

understand and quickly saw how her unit on weather (which she’d taught before) could be re-

developed.  

 

Figure 1 shows Robin’s initial planning as she considered what learning and teaching activities would 

be suitable for each inquiry phase (left hand side of Figure 1). The Exploring phase might involve 

students learning about different types of clouds, weather, or seasons, and caring for animals in 

different kinds of weather. With these ideas she considered how she might better align her students’ 

classroom and home learning. Her suggestions included asking parents to watch a daily weather report 

with their child and an invitation to parents (or community member) to talk with the students about 

the topic of Indigenous seasons, the town’s weather station or airport, or caring for native wildlife 

(right hand side of Figure 1).   
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Figure 1: Robin’s early planning to engage parents in an inquiry unit on weather 

 

Robin found the use of phases for planning her inquiry also opened up opportunities to email parents 

with specific information each week about what the students were investigating. Kate (parent) 

reported that she found these emails provided background about what her son was learning and 

appreciated requests from Robin for him to bring in photos or objects to support him and the class. 

Kate said she would say to her son after school, “Hey, I got this email from your teacher, and we need 

to find this…” (Kate, Final Interview). According to Kate, emails were a “prompt” that “opened up 

conversations” with her son—enabling them to enjoy activities like “sitting together and looking at 

photos”, so she “felt really involved” (Kate, Final Interview).  

 

Affinity spaces 

Affinity spaces (Gee, 2004) offer possibilities for extending teachers’ traditional classroom practices 

by tapping the opportunities that online platforms and applications afford student learning through 

multimodal compositions. According to Marsh (2021), these spaces allow participants to meet others, 

pursue common endeavours (e.g., sharing stories), reach wider audiences, receive constructive 

feedback, and feel less vulnerable than in traditional classrooms. We use the idea of affinity spaces 

rather than social media so teachers and parents are not limited in educating students about the use of 

online platforms and applications for literacy learning—given talk about social media and children so 

often focuses solely on online safety which can ignore core parts of the curriculum. Through EPIC, 

Robin became more aware of the requirements of the digital technologies curriculum for early years 
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students to not only make posts on blogs, wikis, and bulletin boards, but also set up their own and be 

able to use different devices (e.g., iPads, Chromebooks, mobile phones).  

 

Robin and her colleagues explored a range of possible affinity spaces suitable for her Prep students 

during the inquiry on weather (see right hand side of Figure 1). Robin saw iMovie as particularly 

useful given the app allows users to make a trailer or news item that can include news-appropriate 

music. In brainstorming together, Beryl commented to Robin,  

 

The children don’t need to be readers to be able to do it [iMovie]. They would type in 

‘Tamika’s Weather Report’, it would start with that, and then it allows you to put a title 

slide at the end that says, ‘Credits’. So you can say, ‘Camera operator: Danny’. (Beryl, 

Cogenerative Dialogue, Day 1) 

 

Robin further realised that students might use videos of their weather reports to self-reflect and self-

evaluate their work to produce a final polished version. Parents could also be invited to the classroom 

to view their child’s video rather than see a live performance which can sometimes bring on shyness 

or feel intrusive to students. Using iMovie thus satisfied Marsh’s (2021) description of affinity spaces 

by allowing the Prep students to: pursue a common endeavour (e.g., sharing weather reports), reach a 

wider audience (class and parents), receive constructive feedback (themselves and other classmates), 

and feel less vulnerable than in traditional classrooms (in working through the process of creation in a 

supportive learning environment rather than focusing mostly on performance and an end product). 

 

Before EPIC, Robin had reservations about using online platforms and digital devices with her Prep 

students. Speaking about Weeblies the first time we met together, she uttered, “Oh my gosh, do they 

really expect a little person to do that?” (Robyn, Cogenerative Dialogue, Day 1). Speaking about 

iPads and her Prep students, she added, “… some little people, I don’t think, have ever seen an iPad in 

their life. They’ve got no idea how to hold it” (Robyn, Cogenerative Dialogue, Day 1).  

 

Notwithstanding the requirements for teaching the digital technologies curriculum, Robin also seemed 

to re-evaluate her expectations of early years students as we shared information with her about what 

parents said their child was doing at home. Kate, for example, had set up an email account for her 

son—which he used regularly to communicate with his grandparents—and taught him how to make 

YouTube videos. In commenting about EPIC, Kate indicated that she valued the “normalisation” of 

using online platforms and digital devices in the context of student learning at home and school (Kate, 

Final Interview). She stressed the importance of not seeing these as add-ons or extras, but essential 

aspects of her son’s learning.  
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Cognerative dialoguing 

We have long advanced cogenerative dialogues as a form of professional learning for teachers (and 

parents) (e.g., Willis & Exley, 2020; Willis, 2016). Participants enter these collaborative, open, safe 

spaces to interact dialogically with others to understand, explain, and improve aspects of teaching and 

learning for students, teachers and parents. The focus and purpose is on learning from and with others. 

During EPIC, Robin benefited from brainstorming cogerenative dialogues (Scantlebury et al., 2008; 

Willis, 2013) in which she and her colleagues planned their inquiries. She commented at the end of 

the research,  

 

Highlights today were spending a lot of time working through our units together and 

having some good discussions about all of those. It’s awesome to get a chance to share 

and to listen to what everyone’s doing. I’m feeling more confident this term as well, I 

think, because of that. (Robin, Cogenerative Dialogue, Day 3) 

 

From these dialogues we noticed ripple effects in how Robin communicated with parents and worked 

with her Prep students. As noted above, Robin emailed parents about each phase in the weather 

inquiry. Unlike previously however, her emails held an implicit expectation and an explicit invitation 

that encouraged and supported them to actively engage in their child’s learning and wellbeing. For 

example, she included “sentence starters [to give parents] something that they can talk about [with 

their child] over the dinner table” (Robin, Final Interview). Her emails included pictures the students 

took of what they were learning in the classroom. She further relayed that,   

 

We were on the emails constantly, checking if a parent had sent us an email today and 

having a look at some other pictures that had been emailed in, or sometimes parents 

wouldn’t send a picture, they would send a little sentence that I know some of the little 

people were expected to type their own sentence in on. Whether it was Mum’s phone or 

Mum’s laptop or whatever it was, they were expected to type their own little sentence 

back in response to me that I’d sent out. (Robin, Final Interview) 

 

Kate commented on how parent engagement in the weather inquiry was supported by Robin’s “quick 

response and the really easy communication that email created” (Kate, Final Interview).  

 

Speaking about the photos and objects students brought into the classroom, Robin described a shift in 

her pedagogy from “not just the teacher speaking” to being able to “open the floor for a lot of sharing” 

and “to listen to other people and talk about different things” (Robin, Final Interview). These 

conversations were enriched by the diverse ideas and views of her students and she reported that they 
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became more attuned to including explicit information in their stories to ensure they responded to the 

inquiry questions.  

 

During EPIC, the school principal also observed Robin’s professional growth, saying, “It’s the growth 

that, ‘It’s okay for me to change’. Not change the curriculum, but change the activities based on what 

needs to be done. And realise that the children are the number-one little people” (Principal, Final 

Interview). Speaking at the end of the research about Robin’s students, the principal concluded,  

 

They are more excited…. They’re not sitting in silos on their own. They’re always 

doing a lot of group work and collaborative learning…. They’re so engaged with what 

they’re learning and it’s fun and exciting…, the kids are actually confident and 

achieving a lot more than they would assume that they would be learning. (Principal, 

Final Interview) 

 

We see parallels between Robin’s participation in cogenerative dialogues and shifts toward more 

collective, reciprocal, and supportive pedagogies with parents and students during EPIC.   

 

Conclusions and implications 

Robin’s story highlights the value of inquiry to enhance student learning and wellbeing by increasing 

the number and quality of home-school connections. EPIC expanded Robin’s existing strategies to 

enrich students’ language learning in the classroom. She became confident in her use of different oral 

and written text types to engage parents and students. Robin’s exploration of online platforms and 

icon-driven apps showed how these can enable Prep students to easily create a variety of multimodal 

texts while simultaneously reinforced the value of affinity spaces for student learning and parent 

engagement. Robyn’s story also showed how increased collaboration, communication, and 

interactions between students in the classroom, teachers on staff, and students and parents at home, 

mirrored the principles, purposes, and philosophy of cogenerative dialogues. The need for ongoing 

teacher professional learning is a clear implication arising from what we’ve captured in this article. 

This would seem an even greater imperative for early-career teachers such as Robin working in a 

single stream rural school.  
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